Is your ADVISOR also a COUNSELOR...
Do they do more than just put you in the right products?

Joseph S. Sturniolo & Associates, Inc. was founded in October of 1995. Our team of professionals has
over 75 years of combined experience and is one of the leaders in sophisticated ﬁnancial and estate planning.
We specialize in providing comprehensive, integrated, personalized solutions to help business owners, professionals, executives and retirees develop and implement complex estate, income tax, business succession,
retirement and investment plans. We put the emphasis on each client’s unique needs, not a prepackaged set
of solutions or ideas. We specialize in the numerous challenges faced by our clients, and have developed
a team of professionals that thoroughly understands their unique problems and opportunities. That translates into measurable and meaningful results.
We commonly see prospects who are taking much more risk than needed for their desired outcome and
have been given advice from a ﬁnancial professional who uses a traditional “risk threshhold” questionnaire
to determine the investment portfolio they should be in (aggressive/moderate/conservative). While those
investment models can look fancy and sophisticated (and we have access to them as well) they sometimes
lack common sense and disregard the real needs of a family or opportunities a unique market can present.
Our approach is to continuously educate our clients how to look for good investment opportunities and
teach them to think SMARTER than the results an oversimpliﬁed approach can produce. We continuously
take into account time relevant opportunities across all aspects of investing and design a plan that potentially maximizes returns, minimizes all forms of tax, and takes the least risk possible to get to the desired
outcome. Once in place, we continue to modify the plan with changes in the environment and life circumstances, so you don’t miss out on unique opportunities. In retirement, you need money you can count on!
Our desire is to help you manage your entire ﬁnancial picture so you have peace of mind and time to enjoy
what you’ve worked hard for while still getting competitive returns with the least risk possible.
We would love a chance to get to know you better, give you a FREE comprehensive evaluation on your
current ﬁnancial picture and show you how we may be able to improve it.
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STEP 1
Approach:
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We start with a conversation
about how and why we do
what we do and answer any
questions.

STEP 2
6-Key Ingredients:

We review the plan in its
entirety explaining in
detail what each component’s purpose is and the
best way to maximize your
resources and minimize
volatility and risk.

WHAT
TO
EXPECT
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We talk about the 6- key
ingredients to be certain
you will not outlive your
income.

STEP 3

Overview of Current
Portfolio:

We provide an FREE in-depth
analysis on your current
portfolio and outcomes if
nothing changes.
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STEP 4
Tax Plan:

We review your current tax
situation and make suggestions to
optimize the least amount of tax
outflow.

STEP 7
New Plan Overview:

STEP 6

Growth Plan:

We design a growth component in your portfolio that
maximizes opportunity to
hedge inflation and get the
maximum possible growth
for your risk tolerance.

STEP 5
Income Plan:

We design an income plan
that maximizes your resources
and provides predictable
income you can count on in
retirement.

What Happens Next?
Once we have proven our value through our analysis and suggested plan
changes, and we’ve determined we are a good ﬁt, our relationship doesn’t end...
it’s just beginning! We continue to serve you through:
•
•
•
•
•

Client orientation - and a staff accessible and completely focused on your unique needs
Weekly market commentaries - to help you sift through the noise
24-7 access to accounts and performance
Face to face quarterly performance reviews and adjustments
Educational events on shifts and/or changes in industry or policies that may effect you and how to
navigate them such as: tax laws, social security, charitable planning, and medicare to name a few.

LISTENING TO YOUR NEEDS
MAKING ADJUSTMENTS TO YOUR

PREDICTABLE Vacations
INCOME
PEACE OF MIND
Education
Fund
GROWTH
FAMILY UNITY
Tax Reduction
Long Term Care

PORTFOLIO - AND OVERSEEING SELECTED STRATEGISTS

HOLDING YOUR HAND IN VARIOUS

MARKETS- PREVENTING
YOU FROM MAKING DANGEROUS
EMOTIONAL MISTAKES

EDUCATING YOU ON IMPORTANT

TOPICS
INCLUDING MARKETS AND THE ECONOMY, BUT ANYTHING
RELATED TO YOUR FINANCIAL WELL-BEING
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Unique and Exclusive
Money Management Options
that fit into your overall plan objectives

No paperwork or
signatures needed to change
investment strategies and no
surrender charges or
penalties to exit

A lower management fee for
top managers and CFA oversight than available in the
open market

Assets held at large,
nationally recognized custodians including: Schwab,
Fidelity, Pershing and
TD Ameritrade

Multiple strategies/managers in a single account, and
reported on one
statement

Simplify

Investors
Have too many:

Need More:

Investment choices
Market Factors
Distractions
Confusing Signals
Emotional “pulls”
Advice conflicts

Solutions
Knowledge
Focus
Guidance
Discipline
Trust

Direct Access

Fee Only

Flexibile

Our money management solution of choice is an innovative, industry leading, fee-only, managed money solution. It is only available to a very select group of proven advisors allowing us
to better serve you. This dynamic team approach allows us to focus on YOU!
Your team (which includes us), with careful and strict due diligence paramaters will select the
portfolio strategists. The menu of portfolio strategists include large institutional asset managers as well as undiscovered boutique managers. Each portfolio strategist conducts their
own extensive, sophisticated research analysis. Numerous portfolio investment vehicles are
available including ETF’s, Mutual Funds, and individual stocks. Abundant custom portfolios can be created in order to ensure your comfort level and reflect your values. 100% of your
money goes to work for you. No surrender charges or penalties for exiting and the better you
do - the better we do with an annual advisory fee for the portfolio management.

7535 E. Hampden Avenue, Suite 501
Denver, CO 80231
4045 Wadsworth Boulevard, Suite 306
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

Phone: 303-695-4363
Fax: 303-695-0654
121 S. Tejon Street, Suite 900
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

4450 Arapahoe Avenue, #100
Boulder, CO 80303

Joseph S. Sturniolo & Associates, Inc. is an investment advisor. Securities offered through
Geneos Wealth Management, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC

